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About This Game

Rainbow Snake Is A Beautiful Classic Game.

Eating Food, Snake Painted In Different Colors.
Collect a colorful snake and avoid the green walls.

Simple Game Mechanics

Use arrows or WASD for control

You will lose when you hit the wall and eat yourself
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Publisher:
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No other entertainment of any form surpass the enjoyment that this game has to offer. in the past, present, or even future..
Takes around 30 minutes to complete ,maybe even less if you're good at Snake.

Not much to add to this one , easy achievments ,and not buggy.

Overall: 6/10.. I'm booN aka. Zamin Hexknoke.

This is by far the best snake game I have ever played in my life.
I highly suggest you get this game via coupon or if you're rich lyfe then buy it full price and help out the game developer!

It's a really interesting game when you're high or drunk, or just bored I suppose...

It's easy, fun, simple, great.. Legendary game. Do recommend, best graphics since (insert game here).. crackalackin
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It's as great as a port of Snake can be. You like the game snake? Well guess what..it's snake, but with rainbow colors.. This game
is alright, would be better if it had levels :).. Rainbow Snake is a game of true skill. The poor snake is shoved into a death box.
You, snake, must eat the pellets dropped down upon yourself, then 360 quickscope the walls immediately as you are high af
because that's what happens when you play this game... 10/10 would Rainbow Snake again. (100% achievements in 7 minutes).
Easy to play, hard to master. It took me 10 minutes to realize, you can not eat yourself. The next 6 minutes I got it 100%. To be
honest, it's a 5/7 game.. Nice, cheap Snake game that's good for achievement hunters. The 2 achievements that hadn't been
unlocking were fixed sometime 4th quarter 2018, so everything works now. Assuming you don't lose, it should take 10-15
minutes to 100% this game now.
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